Digital Media Meeting  
Nov. 18, 2011  
Dole St. Conference Room

Present:
HawCC: Guy Kimura, Violet Murakami, Elizabeth Mayer  
HonCC: Keala Chock (via phone conference)  
KapCC: Charles Sasaki, Ailed Garcia, Sharon Sussman  
KauCC: Jordon Fong  
LeeCC: Mike Pecsok, Christian Ganne  
MauC: Jess Cole, John McKee, Jose Bernier, Dan Kruse  
UHManoa: Tom Brislin

Campus Updates:
HawCC: Has 21-credit certificate of competence in Digital Media Arts  
Discussing 2+2 with UHH for a Digital Media AS program

KauCC: Offers graphic design course, Art 125

KapCC: No change to degrees or certificates

MauC: Offers digital media courses but no program. High schools expressed strong interest in digital media program.

Program Needs based on two foci: Job Opportunities and Transfer Options
Simplify and align courses and certificates and degrees from cc’s  
Secure job forecast for digital media  
Business skills, including entrepreneurship and marketing, should be included in any digital media degree program

Agreements:
Keep A.S. in Digital Media at campuses which already has such a degree for those students who want to enter workplace  
Campuses may develop AA with an Academic Subject Certificate (ASC) for those students who wish to transfer to UHM  
All campuses will review their Certificates of Competence and Completion and possibly change them to ASC’s  
Tom Brislen will send ACM 255 syllabus to committee members who can share with their campuses. Completed  
Tom Brislen will work with faculty to determine if present cc courses may be equivalent to ACM 255 and will work with cc faculty on curriculum issues

KapCC: will investigate possibility of offering AA with ASC in Digital Media
KauCC: will review 21 credit Certificate of Completion to determine if should become ASC or develop a AA or AS in Digital Media

LeeCC: will look into incorporating ACM 255 into curriculum and will investigate possibility of offering AA with ASC in Digital Media
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